The proposed level of traffic activity to the depot – 158 tankers per week is far too great for
the local road network to sustain. Large fuel tankers, accessing the shared drive 24 hours a
day, and pulling out onto the fast and busy A422 has huge safety issues on what is an already
accident hotspot. The safety to animals and to farm workers whilst moving cattle and sheep to
and from fields either side of the quarry drive is also of major concern. Currently customers
coming to buy their meat from our farm-shop can enjoy the experience of coming to a
peaceful, rural setting knowing that they are buying quality products direct from the working
farm. This experience will be totally destroyed if they have to try to safely navigate their way
through the continuous flow of large tankers sharing the same driveway access.
As a working farm we support and promote the national initiative to try to educate and
connect consumers with the understanding of and source of their food. Each year we open
our farm gates for Open Farm Sunday (an initiative developed by LEAF – Linking
Environment and Farming) and welcome the public to our farm to see and learn about food
production. We regularly attract 1000 visitors. Whilst the event is free to attend, it is a major
contribution to our business as visitors purchase our meat. Obviously, having a major fuel
depot in the adjacent field with tankers continuously driving in and out does not enhance the
rural day out that families come to enjoy.
I do not believe that the Hornton Quarry is an appropriate site for this proposed development.
The area is currently a peaceful, rural haven for people and wildlife and the implications of
siting a large fuel depot such as the planning suggests, is completely out of balance with the
natural environment and I fear for the negative effect it will have on my home and livelihood.
I strongly oppose the planning application.
Yours sincerely,
Will Allan
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